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1. Abstract

This whitepaper describes secure and scalable next-generation gold bullion - physical gold in the form of 

gold bars (meeting Good Delivery standards¹) and digital currency exchange. With the synergy of highly educated 

experts, specialized in the fields of blockchain technologies, computer science, information technology, consulting 

and with many years of experience in gold bullion trading within Moro & Kunst Ltd² (hereinafter MORO), we are 

developing a platform which merges  gold  bullion  and  cryptocurrency  trading  and  therefore  combining  the 

oldest and newest world’s currencies. Comparing the existing crypto exchanges, our platform introduces several 

benefits: 

• Realtime trading of gold bullion. 

• Next-generation exchange where an investor can buy any cryptocurrency with either fiat currency or 

traditional unit of gold, a Troy ounce. Furthermore, exchange allows transfer of value from

cryptocurrencies to gold bullion. 

• Digital bank module that allows instant deposit/withdraw or payment using debit card. Debit card’s total 

balance represents a total value of fiat, cryptocurrency and gold. 

• Consulting services for investment or trading with cryptocurrencies and gold bullions. 

2. Vision

Our vision is to revolutionise the existing trading markets by linking the current and future cryptocurrencies 

with gold bullion and to maximize profit of our customers by taking into account price changes of both mentioned 

financial assets. Moreover, by allowing direct value transfer from gold bars to cryptocurrencies and vice versa, our 

clients will be able to eliminate potential losses due to the well-known volatility of the cryptocurrency price. 

Lately, cryptocurrency traders have recognized gold  bullion  as  an  excellent  exit  from  cryptocurrencies  when 

its price is decreasing. On the other side, traditional investors  have  recognized  cryptocurrency  as  a  prospective 

and certainly interesting investment segment that can provide a high return  of  investment  in  a  short  period  of 

time. While cryptocurrency investment can be partially compared with investing in stocks, gold is certainly an 

instrument that  prevents  loss  of  equity,  so  avoidance  of  inflation  and   value   retention   are   guaranteed.   Our 

goal is therefore to develop a platform that joins the best features of the current trading markets for the benefit of 

both - traditional and cryptocurrency traders. 

1 London Bullion Market Association, Good Delivery Explained, http://www.lbma.org.uk/good-delivery-explained 

2 Moro & Kunst Ltd, https://www.moro.si/enakup-moro/en/5-gold-bars 

http://www.lbma.org.uk/good-delivery-explained
http://www.moro.si/enakup-moro/en/5-gold-bars
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3. Project background

Bullion is gold, at least 995/1000 fine, in the form of bars or ingots. Bars are cast or minted. Sizes and 

purities match the requirements of international markets. Owning gold bullion is a form of financial insurance; gold 

adds security and minimizes risk in your investment portfolio. As there is a finite amount of physical gold in the world, 

gold’s relative purchasing power tends to remain stable during periods of inflation and diminishes the price volatility in 

periods of strong price disturbances on capital markets. For example, in 1985 the cost of a Troy ounce of gold was 

about the cost of a good-quality men’s suit. Allowing for some peaks and valleys in the market, today, one Troy ounce 

of gold still costs about the same as a good-quality men’s suit, even though the price in dollars has nearly quadrupled. 

Gold prices do fluctuate, but they generally move independently of the stock market. As such, gold can play a 

fundamental role in an investment portfolio. Finally, gold acts as a risk diversifier and an asset to mitigate potential 

losses in times of market extreme volatility. It can serve as a hedge against inflation and currency risks. 

Our team members have extensive experience in gold  bullion  trading, as several  are founders of MORO, a firm 

that specializes in worldwide trading of precious metals. The company was established in 1993. Since 2005, 

the company  is  engaged  in  the   selling   and   purchasing  of   bullion   gold   in   south-eastern   Europe.   In   Slovenia  

and Croatia the company represents the 800-year old Austrian Mint, coin  manufacturer  of  Vienna,  Austria  

and  Argor  Heraeus  SA  of   Switzerland.   The   company   trades   based   on   the   recommendation   

standards   of  London Bullion Market Association (LBMA)3 . 

LBMA is a centre for the global over-the-counter (OTC) precious  metal  markets.  Gold  bullion  is  traded  on  a  24- 

hour basis and is updated every minute (spot price). Spot price is a benchmark for the cash operations on other 

important international exchanges as well. Its value sits between the “ask” or buying price, and the “bid” or selling 

price. LBMA maintains the Good Delivery Lists for gold and silver bars. Only bars produced by refiners on the Lists can 

be traded in the London market. 

Due to its gold bullion sales services MORO was exclusively incorporated into the Bitstamp4 system in 2016, 

enabling the purchase of gold bullion via cryptocurrency assets. Thus MORO, together with our team members, 

became the first company in the EU which allowed buying of gold bullion by means of Bitcoin. Due to such  

purchase and sale option, the company acquired the competitive advantage on the global market of precious metals, 

particularly among younger investors. 

In order to show the importance and size of MORO in the world gold trading, some interesting data is plotted on 

next two graphs. All numbers used for plotting graphs are obtained from publicly available data and can be verified on 

the official webpage of The Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia, Europe5. In Fig. 1, total net sales revenue of 

MORO company from the period 2007-2017 is shown. On average net sales were around $ 50.73 million per year, 

showing a significant amount of traded gold bullion. 

3 London Bullion Market Association, Market Overview, www.lbma.org.uk/market-overview 

4 Bitstamp, https://www.bitstamp.net/, 

5 The Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia, http://www.stat.si/statweb 

http://www.lbma.org.uk/market-overview
http://www.bitstamp.net/
http://www.stat.si/statweb
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Fig. 1. Net sales revenue of Moro company in $ (millions) 

On Fig. 2, the amount of gold bullion bought by Bitcoin is shown. As can be seen from the figure, the line of the bullion 

sold is following exponential growth, showing increase in the interest of crypto investors to turn gained profit 

from crypto trading into gold bullion. 
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Fig. 2. The amount of gold bullions sold for Bitcoin (cumulative graph) 
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Based on our many years of experience in trading with gold bullion and cryptocurrencies, we have noticed a few 

shortcomings of the existing exchanges, which we want to mitigate or completely remove: 

• Non-scalable platform architecture Most of the existing exchanges are built in a way where they cannot 

handle a huge number of logging and trading attempts. In such cases, the simplest and fastest approach 

was chosen to get the system up and running, without addressing the problem of scalability. While this 

approach may work well at the beginning, when a low number of customers are registered, as the number of 

registrations and trading demands grows, the system will not be able to handle the increased load. Our 

programming team will consist of 40 top level programmers with substantive experience in building and 

maintaining scalable information systems. During creating this white paper, we have established 

connections with a top-level programmers who will go into a contractual cooperation as soon as the ICO 

completes the collection of the required fund. 

• Very poor and inefficient customer service Besides the programmers our team will include a group of 

trained experts dedicated to solving our customer’s problems in the shortest possible time.  Like the platform 

itself, our team will be scalable, meaning that increasing the number of exchange users will result in 

employment of more people who will handle the customer trading issues. That way, we will eliminate every 

possibility of a quality of experience degradation, either for the first or latest newcomer to our exchange.

• Inability for customer to easily and quickly extract the value he/she possesses in cryptocurrencies When 

a trader is trying to pull his value into fiat, e.g. the whole process can take tens of hours, or even days, due to 

poor exchange architecture or time-consuming processes with the customer’s bank. The same difficulties 

occur when the customer wants to buy crypto with fiat currency. On our exchange, by introduction of gold

bullion, customers will have an opportunity to instantaneously sell cryptocurrency and transfer their value 

into gold bars which guarantees stable value and protection from the negative aspects of cryptocurrency 

volatility. 

Purchased gold customers will be able to: 

• Deposit in our Digital Bank, which will be one of the four modules of our platform. From the Digital Bank, 

customers will be able to quickly resell their gold bars to go back into any cryptocurrency.

• Order a delivery of the purchased gold bars at the customer’s  home  address  via  fully  secured  and  insured

transfer. A delivery process of gold bullion is well-established in MORO for over fifteen years. 
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4. Our solution: “Godbex” platform

The platform architecture is shows the Fig. 3. A user becomes part of the system by registering only once, 

filling in personal data and the Know Your Customer (KYC) form. Thus, by completing the registration process only 

once, the user gets access to all platform modules as described below. No further verification, activation or 

confirmation is needed. 

Worst-case scenario 

Fig. 3. Godbex architecture 

If a crypto market collapses, Gold Bullion Market module and Digital Bank will still be operational. Moreover, we 

guarantee that for each GBE token its owner will be able to retrieve at least 0.003 gram of gold (i.e. ≈ 10% of initial 

coin value), in spite of the current token price on a crypto market. 

 Best-case scenario 

All the four modules are operational and profitable. GBE price exponentially increases during operational period 

and returns profit to the holders. 

Within the platform a user has four modules available: Gold Bullion Market, Exchange, Digital Bank and Digital 

Assets Management. Each user has one account assigned where his total balance is denoted as a combination of 

fiat currencies, cryptocurrencies and the amount of gold that the user owns. The user will be able to access all 

platform modules directly from our branch or via the web or mobile (Android or iOS) application. 

One registration. 
One KYC form. 

One account for accessing all 
modules. 

Office Web App Mobile App 

Analytics & Business  Process Management

GOLD BULLION 

MARKET 

DIGITAL ASSETS 
MANAGEMENT 

1-5,000 Au Fiat 
EXCHANGE DIGITAL BANK Crypto & gold investing 

consultations 

1-5,000 Au Crypto GBE Ounce Au Debit Card 
Risk Management 

Global gold bullion delivery GBE Crypto Savings 

Gold bullion vault GBE Fiat Deposit / Withdrawal 

Crypto Crypto 
Combination of fiat 

currencies, 
cryptocurrencies and the 

amount of gold 
Crypto Fiat 

Fiat Fiat 
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4.1. Gold Bullion Market Module 

This module consists of three services: gold bullion trading, gold delivery and gold vault deposit. 

4.1.1. Gold Bullion Trading 

Our customer will be able to buy and sell from 1 to 5,000 grams of gold bars, LBMA certified refineries, 

999,9/1000 fine, using fiat currency and/or cryptocurrency. All traded gold bars will be settled on the allocated 

account basis. This is an account where a customer owns specific bars with a unique serial number. A buyer has 

automatic full legal ownership of the specific gold bars. Gold bar hallmark includes the name of Mint, mass, fineness, 

Assayer Founder and unique serial number. The price of gold bars is formed as a function of the current price of gold  

in spot market and the trading margin. After buying gold bars, user will have two main options: gold delivery or vault 

deposit. Godbex will only trade gold bars minted in the world’s leading gold refineries that are appointed to The 

London Bullion Market Association’s (LBMA) Good Delivery list for gold. Examples of certified gold bars are shown on 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4. Tradable gold bullions 

GOLD BULLION 
MARKET 

1-5,000 Au Fiat 

1-5,000 Au Crypto 

Global gold bullion delivery 

Gold bullion vault 
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4.1.2. Global Gold Bullion Delivery 

A customer can order a straightforward fast and guaranteed delivery to his home address. The gold delivery 

is handled and completed by FedEx6 within a few business days. The gold supply is able to be delivered all over the 

world, in a counter value up to a maximum of EUR 50,000.00 per one delivery. The entire amount is fully insured, while 

the package is traceable. MORO has been delivering Gold bullions via FedEx since 2014 and this process has proven to 

be safe and time efficient. 

4.1.3. Gold Bullion Vault or Secure Storage 

Investor will be able to store gold bars purchased in our Vault. Secured storage will be managed by our 

partner Loomis International in USA, Switzerland and Hong Kong. Storage content will be audited and checked by an 

external auditor on a monthly basis. Since all the gold bars have a unique serial number, vaulted gold bars ownership is 

transparent. For the gold bars that are deposited, user can request delivery to his home address at any time or request 

to sell it back on our Market. 

6 Fedex, www.fedex.com 

http://www.fedex.com/
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4.2 Exchange Module 

Within this part of our platform, it will be possible to trade between fiat currencies and crypto currency (both 

directions), and between GBE token and fiat, cryptocurrencies and Troy ounce of gold, 999,9/1000 fine. The Troy 

ounce is the standard unit of measurement for precious metals and is equal to 31,1035 grams. In the beginning, our 

platform will support trading with Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC), Ripple (XRP) and GBE token. More 

coins will be added as time passes. We will generally only add coins that have strong credibility, show progress in 

project development and liquidity. 

Main features of Exchange: 

• Small fee of maximum 0.2% applied for all cryptocurrency trading, while with the usage of our GBE token 

an extra 50% fee discount is applied. 

• For the first time in entirety gold trading history, the price of 1 Troy ounce (rounded without decimals)   will 

be determined by exchange market only. 

• Gold bullion will represent a “safe exit” in high volatility periods for cryptocurrencies.

• Fast and easy position change between cryptocurrencies and gold bars using GBE token as a bridge.

• Direct deposits and withdrawals in cryptocurrencies, fiat and gold bars.

• Each Troy ounce of gold bar purchased on Market is backed by real Troy ounce gold  bar with  unique  serial 

number, insured, without any additional fees, stored  in  secured  vaults  around  the  world  for  easier and 

faster deliveries. 

EXCHANGE 

GBE Ounce Au 

GBE Crypto 

GBE Fiat 

Crypto Crypto 

Crypto Fiat 

Fiat Fiat 
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4.3 Digital Bank Module 

In addition to traditional banking products – such as account opening, globally accepted IBAN, using debit cards, 

deposits and withdrawals – Godbex Digital Bank will be providing innovative solutions for individual customers and 

businesses, in a low-cost banking environment. We are focused on building a digital bank for the blockchain era, 

where customers will be able to use all the assets that are associated with their account: fiat currency, 

cryptocurrency and gold bullion. This service enables a quick transaction verification since it is immediately 

confirmed to speed up the whole process. 

Godbex Digital Bank (shown in Fig. 5) will be providing our customers access to a range of cryptocurrencies, 

becoming a leader in providing wallet and exchange services for cryptocurrencies. Our users will not need to switch 

from cryptocurrency and gold bullion to fiat currency and vice versa in order to use their debit and credit cards. 

Thus, our platform will enable direct conversion between the currencies at the current exchange rate. 

Moreover, our Digital Bank will be offering investment in gold bars and/or cryptocurrency for individual clients as well 

as companies. It will also include trading, advisory, custody, wealth management, insured delivery and other services. 

All the services will be developed in house based on using the most advanced artificial intelligence technologies and 

expertise of Godbex management’s team. 

Godbex Digital Bank will not only become a low-cost bank, but also will seek to become an authorized issuer and 

acquirer of payment cards and obtain banking licenses in key jurisdictions to avoid dependency on the correspondent 

bank services, which are extremely fragile nowadays. Payment cards could be used for cash withdrawals at most 

ATMs (automated teller machines) available globally. They will also provide an option to spend funds stored on 

Godbex’s wallet practically anywhere where payment cards are accepted. On top of that, all services will be 

accessed through an easy to use intuitive user interface with live 24/7 support. 

Money wallets will be offered in several fiat currencies, covering all the major currencies such as USD, EUR and GBP. 

In addition, they will also support digital currencies such as BTC, ETH, LTC, XRP and others. This not only means that 

our customers will be able to store and exchange these currencies, but they will also be able to keep their balance in 

accounts linked to payment cards, which will allow users to spend these currencies like traditional money. 

Within Digital Bank, licensing is one of the key assets of financial institutions. Godbex will apply for banking licenses  

or partnerships in key jurisdictions to be able to operate in a spectrum of different fiat currencies and facilitate cross- 

border transactions without the need for counterparties. Therefore, Godbex will have a solid foundation in place to 

provide the planned services. 

DIGITAL BANK 

Debit Card 

Savings 

Deposit / Withdrawal 

Combination of fiat currencies, 
cryptocurrencies and the 

amount of gold 
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Fig. 5. Digital Bank interconnections with other platform modules 
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4.4 Digital Assets Management Module 

Within this module our customers will be able to arrange portfolio management by our trading specialists in 

order to maximize return of investment with a minimal fee. 

Main benefits of a crypto asset management introduced with our platform: 

• Low risk asset managed by our crypto trading specialists. 

• Determination of stop loss limits in direct conversation with our clients. 

• Minimal commissions in the case when customers’ assets increase.

• Direct and mobile access at any time to personal portfolio with detailed statistics and reports.

• Withdrawals managed and approved exclusively by clients only.

• Deposits and withdrawals in fiat, cryptocurrency and gold bullion.

• Profits in fiat currency, cryptocurrency or gold bullion are available when using debit cards from the 

Digital Banking assortment and are calculated, as mentioned before, according to the current currency 

and/or gold exchange rate, depending on the settings the client set up.

For an operating business maintenance of all the platform services, advanced tools for the real time reporting and risk 

management will be used. Prediction and analysis of risks and markets will be carried out by using advanced artificial 

intelligence techniques. 

As already mentioned, our platform will consists of four modules. Despite of their interconnectedness, Gold  

Bullion Market Module and Digital Bank will operate regardless of the current status of crypto market. In other 

words, our business will not be jeopardized by the price movement on the crypto market. Therefore, in the worst 

case scenario, if the crypto market collapses, Gold Bullion Market Module and Digital Bank will still be operational. 

Additionally, we guarantee that for each GBE token its owner will be able to retrieve at least 0.003 gram of gold 

(i.e. ≈ 10% of initial coin value), in spite of the current token price on the crypto market. 

DIGITAL ASSETS 
MANAGEMENT 

Crypto & gold investing 
consultations 

Risk Management 
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4.5 Overview of the Platform 

“From bad news to a great success, from losing to 

winning, from panic towards GBE token” 

Since the platform will consist of four interconnected yet independent modules, it will provide an investor 

with a fast and cost-efficient reallocation of assets in cases of markets turmoil. Godbex platform will provide an all-in- 

one solution for protecting investor’s assets, maximum flexibility and diversification optimization. In spite of the 

market movements, investor will be able to take profits in the case of different scenarios. With markets being 

extremely volatile nowadays, the platform will enable investors to quickly move their assets into safe havens and 

therefore minimize their losses or potentially maximize their profits. We have simulated such different scenarios, as 

follows: 

Crypto Market 

In the case of sharp prices drops in the crypto market, the majority of crypto owners will most probably aim to protect 

their investment by converting crypto currencies into fiat currencies and gold bullion. With such mass activities, the 

gold price will have a strong support for growth, number of Digital Bank users could rise, number of transactions on 

the platform could rise and the price of GBE token will potentially grow. 

Gold Bullion Market 

If a gold price starts decreasing, many gold bullion owners will perhaps try to take profits in crypto markets or protect 

their investment value by converting gold bullion into fiat currencies. With such mass activities the price of crypto 

currencies could go higher, number of Digital Bank users could rise, number of transactions on the platform could also 

rise and price of GBE token will potentially grow. 

Digital Bank 

If the fiat currencies will face crisis as we have already seen in the past, high inflation and devaluation of national 

currencies (such as USD, EUR, JPY, GBP, CHF, etc.) will prompt investors to protect their savings by buying bullion gold 

and crypto currencies. In this case the number of active Digital Bank users could increase, the number of Exchange 

users and transactions could also increase, and the price of gold bullion and GBE token will most likely grow. 

Asset Management 

In all of the above-mentioned scenarios, asset management represents a very important approach for protecting  

and optimizing the value of a portfolio. By using Godbex platform quality services, reallocating assets basing on market 

trends in crypto, fiat currency and gold markets, the number of transactions in all modules could strongly increase and 

provide a strong support for further growth of GBE token  price. 
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The introduction of debit cards in 
Digital Banking. linking user accounts 
with debit cards (FIAT). 

Complete integration of 
modules into the platform. 
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2014 Q3 2016 Q1

Moro & Kunst starts 
accepting Bitcoin for bullion 
gold. 

Bitstamp Partners with Moro & 
Kunst and adds physical gold 

delivery as withdrawal option. 

2017 Q3

Investigate and identify issues 
found in existing exchanges and 

trading platforms. Determine 
issues that the platform aims to 

solve. Investigate economic 
viability of the solution. 

2017 Q4

2018 Q1-Q4

ICO preparation and development. Team 
assembly. Token generation and 
Crowdsale. Developer—Team expansion. 
Acquisition of the infrastructure 
necessary for future development. 
Commencement of the platform 
development. Existing regulations 
compliance. Digital Banking module 
license acquisition. 

Platform and platform modules 
concept and architecture. 

2019 Q1

Introduction of the Bullion Gold 
Market. Implementation of single 
account registration and 
automated verification of identity 
and documents. 

2019 Q4

2020 Q1

Introduction of the Exchange 
module. API access to the 

Exchange module, Digital Banking 
module development. 

iOS and Android mobile applications 
development. Digital Assets 

Management module development. 

2020 Q3

Digital Banking module introduction, 
adaptation to existing regulations. 
enhancement of the module to use 
debit cards. 

2021 Q2

Development of the 
Business Analytics module. 

2020 Q4 2021 Q3
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Token information 
“60 % of all acquired funds will be converted to gold immediately” 
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6. Token information

The GBE token, utility token, will be the official currency of the Godbex platform. GBE token has three main 

applications: 

• Bridge, i.e. link for value transfer between cryptocurrency and gold bullion and vice versa 

• Significant discount (minimum of 50%) when users uses GBE token to pay transaction fees 

• For listing on our exchange, interested parties will have to contribute with a certain amount of GBE tokens 

The GBE token is a main link among all the four platform modules.  It  is  based  on  the  ERC20  protocol  and  

controlled by Ethereum smart contracts. A maximum number of tokens is limited to 100,000,000.00 and will never 

increase. 

The GBE token will be backed up by gold bars stored in secured vaults. A nominal value (face value, par value) of the 

GBE token is set to 0.003 gram of gold (i.e. ≈ 10% of initial coin value) and it does not change over time. In this way we 

guarantee that for each GBE token its owner will be able to retrieve at least 0.003 gram of gold, in spite of current 

token price on a crypto market. Moreover, 60% of all the acquired funds will be converted to gold immediately after ICO 

end, to ensure the company’s stability. With this move, the company seeks to minimize the effects of crypto volat ility 

and strives to maximize the probability of implementation of the project’s planned objectives, presented in our 

roadmap. 

6.1. Token sale 

Sale of GBE token will be divided into two parts: 

• Private sale: 10% bonus applied, without limiting number of tokens sold. All unsold tokens in Private sale

will be automatically transferred to the Public Sale. Minimum contribution size 50 ETH.

• Public sale: Public sale will  start  on  24.09.2018  and  it  will  last  until  01.11.2018. All  unsold  tokens in 

Private sale will be available in this sale, without bonus available. Minimum contribution in value is 

0.01 ETH. 

Token distribution will begin after public sale is complete. 

SOFTCAP i.e. the amount that needs to be reached for continuation of the project: $ 20,500,000.00 

HARDCAP i.e. maximum amount to be collected: $ 91,250,000.00 

6.2. Contribution in both Private and Public Sale 

Knooww  Your   Customer   (KYC)   procedure   is   mandatory   for   Corporate   and   Private   accounts  in   both 

Private  and  Public  phase.  Contributions  will  be  possible  in  Bitcoin  (BTC),  Ethereum  (ETH),   Gold   bullion   and  

fiat currency (USD and EUR), only after completing KYC procedure, according to the following rule: 

• Starting price of 1 GBE token is set to $ 1,25. Amount of GBE tokens to be disbursed for each investor will 

be decided shortly before the Public sale starts, and it will be based on the rate of ETH/GBE (where GBE is 

fixed to $ 1,25) ratio. Corresponding ratio will be announced on our website one day before starting Public 

Sale. 
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Contributions are valid only if they are made from private wallets that support the ERC standard (Ledger Nano S 

Wallet, MyEtherWallet, etc.), and NOT with any exchange wallets from platforms such as Bittrex, Binance, 

Bitstamp, etc. All contributions sent from exchange wallets will be lost! The GBE tokens will be distributed to the ETH 

address you bid with shortly after the ICO sale ends. 

For contributions more than 500 ETH, it will be required to sign an agreement/contract for limited selling tokens at 

the market on weekly/monthly basis. 

All transactions sent to Crowdsale smart contract without completing KYC will be automatically returned to 

sender minus the deduction of transaction fees. 

Warning: Beware of phishing attempts. 

The auction address will be only by made available on the https://godbex.io website 

Corporate KYC Requirements 

• Proof of Identity (personal identity verification online) 

• Proof of Address: utility bill or bank statement under your name and address no older than three (3) months 

• Business Verification: business registration document 

Private KYC Requirements 

• Proof of Identity (personal identity verification online) 

• Proof of Address: utility bill or bank statement under your name and address no older than three (3) months 

https://godbex.io/
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6.3. Token Distribution 
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Budget allocation 
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7. Budget allocation

The money collected during the ICO will be used as follows: 

Plan % of Total 

1. Infrastructure $1,267,200.00 1.39 

Vaulting, safety regulations, surveillance systems $1,267,200.00 1.39 

2. Hardware & Software $1,169,000.00 1.28 

Computers, servers, software licenses, other $1,169,000.00 1.28 

3. Assets & Reserve $35,000,000.00 38.36 

Gold in 1 Troy Ounce Gold Bars Good Delivery 

Crypto in BTC, ETH, BCH, XRP and LTC Digital 

Bank deposit in EUR, GBP and USD 

$15,000,000.00 

$10,000,000.00 

$10,000,000.00 

16.44 

10.96 

10.96 

4. Project development & deployment $35,363,000.00 38.75 

Research, planning, development, employees $35,363,000.00 38.75 

5. Intellectual property & Legal $1,995,000.00 2.19 

Banking license $1,322,000.00 1.45 

Registration of intellectual property rights $171,000.00 0.19 

Legal services $416,000.00 0.46 

Auditing $86,000.00 0.09 

6. Marketing & PR $16, 16,455,800.00 18.03 

Conferences, media, search engines, ads, apps, 
networks, etc. 

social 
$ 16,455,800.00 18.03 

Investment total 1-6 (USD) $91,250,000.00 100.00 
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8.1. Profit Forecast Description 

Profit forecast table describe profit projection from Gold Bullion Market module collected fees and  Exchange 

module collected fees for the first year after starting operation using Time series methods.  Data used in this projections are 

real data from Moro company Gold Bullion market within past 2 years and moving averages for crypto markets within past 2 

years. We are aiming to be financially profitable after introducing other 2 modules, Digital Bank module and Assets 

Management module.  
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Time (months) / whole months since start of Gold Bullion Market and Crypto Market 
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Meet the Team 
“Our team consists of highly educated experts in fields of blockchain 

technologies, computer science, IT, finance and investing consulting.” 
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9. Meet the team

Bojan Bratuša 
Co-founder 

Co-owner of MORO and BTX people, Bojan has accured 6+ years of experience in the 

area of crypto trading and 25+ years of experience within the areas of IT security and IT 

system design. In 2014, he was a part of a team that designed the first web shop for 

buying gold bullions by means of Bitcoin. In 2016, together with Bitstamp, he 

implemented the world’s first module for the gold bullions purchase within one of 

cryptocurrency exchanges. As the consultant, he participated in several IT projects that 

dealt with the development of information systems for numerous state institutions 

around the globe. 

Tamara Beljak 
Co-founder 

Founder of BTX people company,Tamara has a high level of knowledge in the areas of 

cryptocurrency, consulting, gold investment and anti-money laundering (AML). She  

is considered an expert advisor in the field of crypto currency with the certificate The 

BlockchainforTechnical Executives and Analysts. Moreover, she has expertise in the 

field of gold trading with two years of experience in market analysis, trading and 

consultancy in international precious metals trading within MORO company. 
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Mario Žanko 

Co-founder 

An IT and security enthusiast and an early crypto investor. During long term crypto 

trading, Mario gained an interest in linking programming skills and  methods  with  

crypto investment in order to maximize revenue. During that time, he  developed  

several own strategies for crypto trading. He uses his acquired knowledge as a strong 

background for the role of investment advisor for a broad spectrum of clients. 

Irena Moro 
Co-founder 

Founder of MORO company. Focused on offering premier fine art and gold mine 

investments with the support of Argor Heraeus and the Austrian Mint,  two  world  

leading global mints. In 2014, as CEO of MORO company, she participated in the 

introduction of gold bullion buying process within Bitstamp exchange. She played a vital 

role in helping MORO company to become a leader in trading gold bullions by means of 

cryptocurrencies on a European scale. Additionally, she continues to be a leading 

philanthropist promoting the importance of gold bullion investment in modern society. 
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Matija Džanko, PhD 

Business and IT Development 

Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, 

University of Zagreb. He received M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees in the field of 

Information  and  Communication  Technologies  at  the   same   institution.  

He has 10+ years of experience in Information Technology and Business 

Development. 

He participated as a leader and co-leader  in  many  Croatian  national  

projects and in several FP7 European projects related to the  design  of  

reliable and secure IT systems and networks. He is  the  Croatian  

Management Committee member  and  Dissemination  Manager  in  EU 

project RECODIS. His area of expertise  includes  software  engineering,  

design and development of advanced IT systems, process optimization, 

blockchain technology and business analysis. 

Darko Štriga, PhD 

Business and IT Development 

Research  and  Teaching  Associate  at  the  Faculty  of   Electrical  

Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb. He received M.Sc. and  

Ph.D. degrees  in  the  field  of  Information  and  Communication  

Technologies at the same institution and he is a member of the Social 

Networking and  Computing  Laboratory.  Moreover,  he  received  M.Sc.  

degree in the field of Business Planning and Analysis from Faculty of 

Economics and Business, University of Zagreb. 

He has 8+ years of experience  in  Information  Technology  and  Data  

Science. He has been a researcher in several research IT projects in 

collaboration with the industry. His research interests include software 

engineering,  machine  learning,  artificial  intelligence, blockchain 

technology, business analysis, social networks analysis and digital 

marketing. 

Federico Matteo 

Benčić 

Distributed Ledger 

Technology Advisor 

Research Associate at Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, 

University of Zagreb, Croatia and a PhD Student researching Distributed 

Ledger Technologies at the same institution. He received  M.Sc.  degree  in  

the field of Information and Communication Technologies (Faculty of 

Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of  Zagreb)  while  working 

as a Front-End web developer at Infinum design and development agency. 

Passionate about blockchain, cryptocurrencies and web development. 
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Miha Novak 

Information Security 

System  engineer  and  Web  designer.  Expert  in  the  areas   of   planning  

and  maintenance  of  LAN   networks,   active   LAN equipment,  

workstations   and   operating   systems.   Additionally,   his  expertise 

includes  installation  and  maintenance  of  Windows  /  Linux  /  Unix  /  

Apple Servers and workstations, server collocation, virtual servers and 

implementation   of   open   source   solutions.   Finally,   his    area    of  

interest includes development of web applications,  website  design,  logo  

and business card creation, branding process, site 

optimization and CMS systems. 

Janez Kovač 

Backend developer 

Špela Poljak 

Corporate, Finance & Control 

Web Designer and Developer with 25+ years of experience. Expert in the  

areas of development of web applications, corporate portals and site 

optimization. Also, he is  skilled  in  designing  logos,  catalogs,  business  

cards and desktop publishing (DTP). 

Expert advisor in the field of gold trading, with 7+ years of experience in 

market analysis, trading and consultancy for top management in 

international precious metals trading company MORO. She has deep 

knowledge on gold and cryptocurrency trading and AML legal aspects 

accordingly. She holds a M.Sc. degree in Economics, specialized in financial 

management and corporate finance. She is a member of BGS Society. Finally, 

she is an entrepreneur, a crypto and gold investor, passionate about 

blockchain technologies and global financial progress. 

Uroš Pogačnik 

Legal Advisor 

Čeferin Law Firm - Commercial Law 

Mr. Uroš Pogačnik graduated from the Faculty of Law of Ljubljana in 1998 and 

has worked in our law firm since 1999. He deals with civil law, commercial law, 

property law, tort law, copyright law, public procurement law and 

administrative law. 
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Gašper Dernovšek 

Legal Advisor 

Čeferin Law Firm - Commercial Law 

Mr. Gašper Dernovšek graduated from the Faculty of Law of the University of 

Ljubljana in 2004. After graduation, he was employed in the international 

advisory companies Ernst&Young and TMF Group. He is specialized in 

commercial and tax law. 

Igor Pšenica 

IT Advisor 

Tina Drolc 

Corporate Communication & 

Marketing 

Mr. Igor Pšenica has a deep knowledge in project management, strategic 

planning, IT know-how and media. He has an entrepreneurial mindset that he 

has already proven with several private projects and companies he founded/ 

co- founded, and successfully ran in the past. He is a huge promotor  of  

digital banks and great supporter of crypto projects that can bring simplified 

solution to the people. 

Since founding Inspirata Company in 2014, Tina Drolc has  built  a  brand  

name for her profession within management communication, marketing 

communication and organizational communication. Passionate about content 

creation in business terms she has successfully implemented new ideas and 

projects that influence traditional and overlap with digital media, particularly 

within the media and luxury goods industries. She holds a University Degree in 

Financial Management and International Masters in International Business 

from the Faculty of Economics of the University of Ljubljana and Executive 

MBA from IEDC Bled School of Management. 
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Legal 
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10. Important Legal Disclaimer

Godbex Solutions Ltd 7 (the “Company ”, or “Godbex”) Tokens (the “Tokens ” or “GBE Tokens ”) to be offered 

at the Godbex Token Pre-Sale and the Public Sale (collectively, the “Token Sale ”) are not intended to constitute 

securities in any jurisdiction. This document (the “Godbex White paper ” or “White paper”) does not constitute a 

prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for 

investment in securities in any jurisdiction. 

This White paper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell or any solicitation of any offer by 

Godbex to purchase any GBE Tokens, nor shall it or any part of it, nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be 

relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. 

No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of the 

GBE Tokens and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this White paper. 

You are not eligible and you are not to purchase any GBE Tokens in the Godbex Token Sale if you are a citizen, resident 

(for tax purposes or otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America, Canada or a citizen of the People’s 

Republic of China. 

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. No such 

action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, 

distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or 

rules have been complied with. 

There are risks and uncertainties associated with Godbex and its business and operations, the GBE Tokens and the 

Godbex Token Sale. This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or transmitted to any 

country where distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper is prohibited or restricted. 

10.1 Closed system utility 

As of the date of publication of this paper, the Tokens have no known potential uses outside of the Godbex 

platform and are not permitted to be sold or otherwise traded on third-party exchanges. This paper does not constitute 

advice nor a recommendation by Godbex, its officers, directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors or 

consultants, or any other person to any recipient of this paper on the merits of the participation in the Token Sale. 

Godbex Tokens should not be acquired for speculative or investment purposes with the expectation of making a profit 

or immediate re-sale. No promises of future performance or value are or will be made with  respect  to  Godbex  

Tokens. Accordingly, no promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee  that  

Godbex Tokens will hold any particular value is made. Unless prospective participants fully understand and accept  

the nature of Godbex and the potential risks inherent in Godbex Tokens, they should not participate in the Token Sale. 

Godbex Tokens are sold as a utility tokens and all proceeds received by Godbex may be spent freely by Godbex absent 

any conditions, save as set out herein. 

7 https://suite.endole.co.uk/insight/company/11228235-godbex-solutions-ltd 
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10.2 Disclaimer of liability 

To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, Godbex shall not be liable 

for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including 

but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any 

acceptance of or reliance on this White paper or any part thereof by you. 

10.3 No representations and warranties 

Godbex does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking 

in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the 

truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. 

In particular, no representations or warranties whatsoever are made with respect to Godbex or the Tokens: 

• merchantability, suitability or fitness for any particular purpose; 

• that the contents of this document are accurate and free from any error(s); 

• that such contents do not infringe any third-party rights. Godbex shall have no liability for damages of 

any kind arising out of the use, reference to, or reliance on the contents of this document, even if advised 

of the possibility of such damages; 

This Whitepaper references third party data and industry publications. Godbex believes that these references are 

accurate; however, Godbex does not provide any assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of this data. We 

have not independently verified the data sourced from third party sources in this paper, or ascertained the underlying 

assumptions relied upon by such sources. 

10.4 Representations and warranties by you 

By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this Whitepaper or such part thereof, you 

represent and warrant to Godbex as follows: 

• you acknowledge that the GBE Tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any form in any 

jurisdiction; 

• you acknowledge that this Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and 

is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdiction or associational for investment in 

securities and you are not bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and no 

cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper; 

• you acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined  or approved of the information set out in this 

Whitepaper, no action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any 

jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper to you  does  not imply 

that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with; 

• you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the completion of the Godbex 

Token Sale, or future trading of the GBE Tokens on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be construed,

interpreted or deemed by you as an indication of the merits of Godbex, the GBE Tokens and the Godbex 

Token Sale; 
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• the distribution or dissemination of this White paper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or acceptance 

of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in your 

jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and 

complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to Godbex; 

• you agree and acknowledge that in the event that you wish to purchase any GBE Tokens, the GBE 

Tokens are not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as:

• any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency; 

• debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity; 

• rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares; 

• rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended 

• purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss; 

• units in a collective investment scheme;

• units in a business trust;

• derivatives of units in a business trust; or 

• any other security or class of securities. 

• you are fully aware of and understand that you are not eligible to purchase any GBE Tokens if you are a 

citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America,  Canada  or  a 

citizen or resident of the People’s Republic of China; 

• you have understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, transmission mechanisms and 

other  material  characteristics  of  cryptocurrencies,  blockchain-based  software  systems, 

cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart 

contract technology; 

• you are fully aware and understand that in the case  where  you  wish  to  purchase  any  GBE  Tokens,  there

are risks associated with Godbex and its business and operations and the Tokens; 

• you agree and acknowledge  that  Godbex  is  not  liable  for  any  indirect,  special,  incidental, consequential 

or other losses of any kind, in  tort,  contract  or  otherwise  (including  but  not  limited  to loss of revenue, 

income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance 

on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you; 

• all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non-misleading from   the 

time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession of this Whitepaper or such part thereof. 

10.5 Terms used 

To facilitate a better understanding of the GBE Tokens, and the business and operations of Godbex, certain 

technical terms and abbreviations, as well as, in certain instances, their descriptions, have been used in this Whitepaper. 

These descriptions and assigned meanings should not be treated as being definitive of their meanings and may not 

correspond to standard industry meanings or usage.  Words importing the singular shall, where applicable, include  

the plural and vice versa and words importing the masculine gender shall, where applicable, include the feminine and 

neuter genders and vice versa. References to persons shall include corporations. 
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10.6 No advice given 

No information in this Whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, financial or tax advice 

regarding Godbex, the GBE Tokens and the Godbex Token Sale. You should consult your own legal, financial, tax or 

other professional adviser regarding Godbex and its business and operations and the GBE Tokens. You should be 

aware that you are bearing the financial risk of any purchase of GBE Tokens for an indefinite period of time. 

10.7 Restrictions on distribution and dissemination 

The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by 

the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of some jurisdictions. In the case where any restriction applies, you are to 

inform yourself about, and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this Whitepaper or 

such part thereof at your own expense and without liability to Godbex. 

Persons to whom a copy of this Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise 

have the Whitepaper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute 

this Whitepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to 

occur. 

10.8 Risks and uncertainties 

Prospective purchasers of GBE Tokens should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties 

associated with Godbex, the GBE Tokens, the Godbex Token Sale, all information set out in this Whitepaper and the 

Terms prior to any purchase of GBE Tokens. If any of such risks and uncertainties develops into actual events, the 

business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects of Godbex could be materially and adversely 

affected. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the value of the GBE Tokens. 

IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, 

TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S). 
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Godbex Solutions Ltd
Further information about the project available at the Godbex website

 https://www.godbex.com




